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OVER THE YEARS the Institute of Classical Architecture & Art in collaboration with Classical
Excursions has sponsored extraordinary and inspiring classical architectural tours held
throughout England, Scotland and Ireland. Turning to the UK’s world-renowned capital, we
invite you to join us for several exceptional days touring Private London, May 22 – 27, 2019.
The great and diverse city with lasting imperial connotations, as well as a major financial and
trade center developed over centuries, is the background for a wealth of superb traditional
architecture and design. With this in mind, the tour will take in an array of important sites, from
opulent city residences to creative designer flats.
Having led two highly successful architectural tours for ICAA, Clive Aslet, renowned
architectural historian, author of twenty books, journalist and former editor-in-chief of Country
Life magazine, will carry on with the six-day London tour.
Special events including private dinners will take place at such sites as the fabulous Sir John
Soane’s Museum; spectacular Syon House; House of St. Barnabas Club, a building dating

from the 1740s with its fine example of English Rococo-style plasterwork, and the Camden
home of architect John and Erica Simpson.
Overnight accommodations have been arranged at the historic, newly refurbished, five-star
Dukes Hotel located on St. James Square in the heart of elegant Mayfair.
	
  

SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS
Belonging to the family whose daughter was Diana, Princess of Wales, Spencer House at St.
James Place is recognized as the last great 18th-century private palace in London to survive
intact. The first architect was John Vardy responsible for the facades. Succeeding him was James
“Athenian” Stuart, who gave the interiors authentic Greek details, making Spencer House one of
the first examples in London of the neoclassical style. Renowned interior designer David
Mlinaric supervised the multi-million-dollar restoration a number of years ago.
In South Kensington is the flat shared by Hannah and Rachel Cecil Gurney, daughters of Claud
Cecil Gurney, who founded de Gournay, the luxury wallpaper house, a business they carry on
with their father. Their artistic role within the firm has parlayed itself into decorating their home.
Hannah’s taste: Georgian and classical. Rachel’s: color, eclecticism and Asian art. “It’s a
wonderful and un-thought-out amalgamation of these genres,” states Rachel.
In Knightsbridge is a lavishly remodeled mansion created under the highly creative direction of
the father-and-son architects Quinlan and Francis Terry. Architectural historian David Watkin
states in his book Radical Classicism: The Architecture of Quinlan Terry, He writes that Terry
“had a free hand to create suites of new rooms on all the principal floors….Craftsmanship
everywhere is of dazzling quality….” Watkins continues, “what is likely to strike the visitor most
is the astonishingly rich ornament in stuccowork, the most elaborate of its kind created in many
years…designed by Francis Terry.”
“A built manifesto for Post-Modern architecture,” architectural critic and designer Charles
Jencks will open Thematic House to us, his home in London’s Holland Park. This is an early
Victorian villa with newer interiors designed by Jencks in collaboration with Terry Farrell, 1978
- 1985. It was recently recognized by Historic England with the designation of Grade I Listed
status.
Located on ancient, leafy Queen Square in Bloomsbury is the rooftop flat of renowned
architectural and interior designer and store owner Ben Pentreath and his partner, florist
Charlie McCormick. Ben’s A-list of clients starts with Prince Charles; Kate, the Duchess of
Cambridge, and Sarah Jessica Parker. As the designer relates in his book English Houses, their
building dates from 1720, “but our flat has little of the Georgian about it.” Rich colors and
patterns are cleverly carried throughout. “A strangely mottled stone fireplace, with an elaborate
black japanned surround” takes center stage in the sitting room. A Fornasetti Palladina chest

faces an entire framed set of John Rocque’s Plan of the Cities of London, Westminster and
Southwark. Queen Square is on the map.
Queen Victoria is said to have remarked on entering what is now called Lancaster House, “I
have come from my House to your Palace.” Completed in 1840 for the Duke and Duchess of
Sutherland, the décor set the fashion for London reception rooms for nearly a century. The
interiors were a stunning backdrop for an impressive collection of paintings and objets d’art,
much of which is still on view. The extraordinary feature of the Grand Hall is the dramatic sweep
of the great staircase. Lancaster House has been a film location for, among others, The Young
Victoria and Downton Abbey. It is also used for government receptions.

Lancaster House Grand Hall.

“He built his house as it now stands for his own artistic delight.” These words were written by
the sisters of Sir Frederic Leighton after his death in 1896, one of England’s foremost artists of
the late 19th century, as well as distinguished President of the Royal Academy. Leighton House
in Kensington became his extraordinary private “Palace of Art” or studio-house, one of the first
in Britain. Begun in 1865, the house, now restored as a museum, was repeatedly extended and
embellished, as well as enriched by a fascinating collection of fine and decorative art.
It took over thirty years for architectural designer Charles Rutherfoord and his partner Rupert
Tyler to acquire the last portion of their south London house once carved up into six flats.
Charles’s chic style is the interaction of the contemporary and the classical. This is revealed in
the 1870s detached house that contains his office on one side and their home on the other. Both
are serious plantsmen who care for a garden that contrasts soft planting structure with the strict
lines of hard landscaping.
A single three-story mansion facing a courtyard and flanked by wings all built by Sir William
Chambers in the 1770s, Albany in Piccadilly became a complex of 69 prestigious apartments

(known as “sets”) for aristocratic bachelors (Lord Byron and William Gladstone among them) in
1802 and remained as such until recently. We will be shown around by Tom Croft, the architect
responsible remodeling half a dozen sets.
One of the world’s leading architects of today’s New Classicism movement, John Simpson won
the competition for extensive and complex work on Kensington Palace, the divided residence of
several members of the royal family. His contributions completed in 2012 include a new public
entrance loggia that cleverly ties the palace to the Kensington Gardens and new visitor spaces.
John will be on hand to show us through. Also, classical architect Alireza Sagharchi will lead a
walk past three or four of London’s most fabulous mansions that he has remodeled. They and
other high-caliber residences line the street called Kensington Palace Garden.
Positioned at the corner of Belgrave Square, Seaford House was built in 1842, the largest of
three detached houses which occupy three corners of this elegant square. In 1902, the house was
remodeled with an elaborate marble staircase, friezes and paneling, and was considered one the
great London houses of the Edwardian era. The main vestibule was used as Titanic’s Grand
Staircase in the 1979 miniseries SOS Titanic. Seaford House is now the home of Royal College
of Defense Studies.
This is just a partial list of sites for the Private London tour. For further information, please
contact Lani Summerville at lani@classicalexcursions.com 413-446-8728 or Tom Hayes
tom@classicalexcursions.com 413-243-4155. Tour price: $4900.00 based on double
occupancy, with a $900 single supplement. Limited spaces available.

